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Featured Application: The work has shown the potential for PEF-induced conditioning of casein
micelles and inclusion of lipophilic substances. A potential application field is the use as a carrier
for lipophilic substances in low-fat or fat-free product matrices, such as dairy products or drinks.

Abstract: The increased consumption of reduced-fat or non-fat products leads to a reduced intake of
fat-soluble bioactive substances, such as fat-soluble vitamins. Due to their natural role as transport
systems for hydrophobic substances, casein micelles (CM) might depict a viable system. The structure
of CM is characterized by a lipophilic core stabilized by an electric double layer-like structure.
Modification allows accessibility of the core and, therefore, the inclusion of fat-soluble bioactive
substances. Well-known modifications are pH reduction and use of rennet enzyme. A completely new
procedure to modify CM structure is offered by pulsed electrical fields (PEF). The principle behind
PEF is called electroporation and affects the electric double layer of CM so that it is interrupted. In
this way, lipophilic substances can be incorporated into CM. In this work, we evaluated integration of
β-carotene into native CM by an industry-compatible process to overcome disadvantages associated
with the use of Na-caseinate and avoid great technical effort, e.g., due to treatment with high
hydrostatic pressure. Our research has shown that PEF can be used for disintegration of CM and that
significant amounts of β-carotene can be incorporated in CM. Furthermore, after disintegration using
PEF, a combination of another PEF and thermal treatment was applied to restructure CM and trap
significant amounts of β-carotene, permanently, ending up with an encapsulation efficiency of 78%.

Keywords: casein micelle; transport system; pulsed electric field (PEF); electroporation; fat-soluble
bioactive substances

1. Introduction

The number of overweight and obese people has increased significantly during recent
years. One key aspect to reduce overweight and obesity is to reduce energy intake [1].
Thus, the demand for low-fat products and consumption of these products has significantly
increased. However, this leads to a reduced intake of fat-soluble bioactive substances (FSBS)
in human nutrition, such as fat-soluble vitamins. Due to their hydrophobic characteristics,
FSBS require fat for being active and for being accessible to the human body. A solution to
this problem can be found by creating hydrophilic natural carrier systems for incorporation
of FSBS so that the amount and accessibility of hydrophobic nutrients can be increased also
in low-fat products. It is already known that milk proteins, such as casein, can bind ions
(e.g., Ca2+, Fe3+) and smaller, mainly hydrophobic molecules [2]. Binding of molecules
occurs through several mechanisms, but mainly through hydrophobic interactions such as
van der Waals attraction and hydrogen bonds [2]. Therefore, milk proteins can be regarded
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as suitable carriers of FSBS [2,3]. In this study, the possibility of using casein micelles (CM)
as suitable carriers was investigated.

Native CM can be obtained by the membrane separation process of skimmed milk [4,5]
and are available as an industrially manufactured product. Additionally, production of
artificial CM has been known and established for a long time [6,7]. Semo et al., 2007, were
able to show that artificial CM effectively stabilized the lipophilic vitamin D2 in the aqueous
phase. Another observed effect was the protection of vitamin D2 from light-induced
degradation. In addition, digestion of artificially produced CM in the human intestinal
tract was comparable to that of natural micelles. Bioavailability of CM loaded with vitamin
D has been described in the literature, and it can be assumed that native CM will behave in
the same way [7,8]. In addition to using artificial CM, there were first approaches to use
native CM. Menéndez-Aguirre et al., 2011, described a method for loading native CM with
hydrophobic vitamin D2 by means of high-pressure treatment [9], which has been used
for disintegration of micelles [10,11]. In this “dissolved” state, hydrophobic substances
such as vitamins were enabled to attach themselves at single casein molecules. If pressure
decreased again, micelles were reformed via non-covalent bonds between caseins. These
newly organized micelles contained the FSBS, hydrophobic vitamin D2.

In another study, binding of vitamin A and retinoic acid to α- and β-casein is re-
ported [12]. In these investigations, the respective proteins were treated with retinol or
retinoic acid in a buffer solution. The authors were able to determine the number of bound
retinol molecules at α- and β-casein and found that α-casein formed more stable complexes
with retinol or retinoic acid than β-casein. Furthermore, binding sites on the respective
protein molecules could be calculated [12].

Studies to incorporate β-carotene into CM have already been performed as well.
Moeller et al., 2017, used native CM obtained from microfiltration of skimmed milk to
identify optimal loading conditions temperatures (2, 20, 40 ◦C), pH values (6.8 and 5.5)
and holding times (5, 15, 30, 60 min). They found that CM were optimally primed at
2 ◦C and a pH of 5.5 for 5 min so that loading with β-carotene was performed under
those conditions [5]. Jarunglumlert and Nakagawa, 2013, worked with spray-dried ca-
sein powders [13]. They investigated the influence of pH and storage time on casein
aggregate structural changes, in addition to encapsulation efficiency after spray drying.
Total β-carotene loading quantities were higher when a solution with lower pH was used
for powder preparation. Furthermore, Nakagawa et al., 2014, encapsulated β-carotene
by self-aggregated caseinates [14]. The pH of the sodium caseinate solution, which de-
termined the degree of aggregation, tremendously affected the encapsulation yield and
storage stability of β-carotene.

Caseins are amphiphilic proteins with lots of hydrophobic and hydrophilic amino-acid
esters [15,16]. They exhibit numerous positive properties, such as biocompatibility and
interfacial activity, they are non-toxic, exhibit a certain stability against temperature and
the possibility to form complexes together with other molecules, as well as protective
properties for sensitive loads [17]. About 95% of milk casein is suspended in the form of
CM, which are of approx. 150 nm in diameter. CM are molecular complexes consisting
of different molecules (αs-, β-, κ- and γ-caseins). Spatial structure of CM is determined
by properties of casein fractions (e.g., solubility, sensitivity against calcium). A schematic
diagram is depicted in Figure 1. The inner core of the micelle mainly consists of more
hydrophobic caseins (αs-, β- casein) forming complex structures by using calcium citrate
and phosphate bridges with carboxylic groups and phosphoric acid esters of the proteins.
More hydrophilic caseinomacropeptides, which are part of κ-casein, form a hydration shell
around the CM’s core and reach into the aqueous phase acting as protective colloid for
the CM. The thickness of this hydration shell depends on pH and ion concentration. Fur-
thermore, an electric double layer is formed at the surface of the CM, which is responsible
for the stability of CM. Hence, the electric double layer and hydrophilic shell have to be
opened or disintegrated in order to incorporate FSBS into CM followed by a subsequent
closing or restructuring procedure of CM.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of casein submicelles (a) forming a whole casein micelle (b). When suspended in water, an 
electric bilayer is formed at the CM surface (c) (for detailed description see text). 

CM are not thermally stable. It has been observed that native CM free of whey protein 
attachments are larger due to thermal changes in casein fractions by ultra-high tempera-
ture treatment [4]. Even when cooling down to 2–6 °C, numerous physico-chemical 
changes take place, already investigated quite intensively in the 1970s [18,19]; when milk 
is refrigerated, a disintegration of the CM due to the release of the strongly hydrophobic 
β-caseins takes place. This disintegration can be reversed by so-called thermization at 65 
°C. This means that the original properties of the CM are almost completely restored. 
When pH is lowered, e.g., by adding acid, colloidal calcium phosphate is solubilized, 
which is intended to bind the casein submicelles together [19]. This can at least lead to a 
loosening of the CM´s substructure. If pH is reduced below 5.2, electrostatic attraction of 
CM increases and, therefore, intermolecular cohesion. At pH 4.6, caseins precipitate. In 
principle, acid precipitation is reversible. If pH rises above 5.3, CM are held together due 
to colloidal calcium phosphate [19]. As a result, the structure of CM can consequently be 
influenced, e.g., by varying temperature and pH. 

Besides these known methods to disintegrate CM, a new promising process can be 
the application of pulsed electric fields (PEF). The technology of PEF is known for the 
treatment of various food products to affect biological and microbial cells. During this 
treatment, the product is exposed to high-voltage electrical pulses between two elec-
trodes. The electrical pulses cause the cell to polarize, which induces pore formation in 
the cell membrane of biological tissue [20,21]. The working principle is called electro-
poration. The process is already established in, e.g., the potato industry, to improve chips 
or French fries processing [21]. Further areas of application of PEF technology are the 
preservation of fresh juices [22]. 

The principle of electroporation is based on the effect of the electrical current on a 
cell. Each cell is surrounded by a protective membrane, which is usually composed of 
phospholipids and thus represents an insulator. If the cell is exposed to the high-voltage 
pulses, ions migrate within the cell, which causes the cell to polarize. This polarization 
leads to an accumulation of charge, in which the ions collect at the membrane and thus 
exert a kind of compression. Above a certain high voltage, the membrane can no longer 
withstand this pressure and a pore is formed (cf. Figure 2). Through this pore, internal 
components can penetrate through the previously protective layer and result in different 
effects, such as an inactivation of microorganisms or an increased extraction yield of val-
uable ingredients from fruits [23,24]. Important process factors that describe the intensity 
of the PEF treatment are electric field strength, specific energy input, pulse width and the 
so-called input temperature, which is the temperature of the product prior to PEF treat-
ment [24]. 

As just described, the place of action of the PEF treatment is the permeable mem-
brane, which is an electric double layer. Casein micelles also have a similar structure in 
the broadest sense (cf. Figure 1). Here, too, there is a charged cell that consists of a double 
layer that acts like an insulator. Therefore, there is a possibility that PEF can also affect the 
structure of casein micelles. 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of casein submicelles (a) forming a whole casein micelle (b). When suspended in water, an
electric bilayer is formed at the CM surface (c) (for detailed description see text).

CM are not thermally stable. It has been observed that native CM free of whey
protein attachments are larger due to thermal changes in casein fractions by ultra-high
temperature treatment [4]. Even when cooling down to 2–6 ◦C, numerous physico-chemical
changes take place, already investigated quite intensively in the 1970s [18,19]; when milk
is refrigerated, a disintegration of the CM due to the release of the strongly hydrophobic
β-caseins takes place. This disintegration can be reversed by so-called thermization at
65 ◦C. This means that the original properties of the CM are almost completely restored.
When pH is lowered, e.g., by adding acid, colloidal calcium phosphate is solubilized,
which is intended to bind the casein submicelles together [19]. This can at least lead to a
loosening of the CM’s substructure. If pH is reduced below 5.2, electrostatic attraction of
CM increases and, therefore, intermolecular cohesion. At pH 4.6, caseins precipitate. In
principle, acid precipitation is reversible. If pH rises above 5.3, CM are held together due
to colloidal calcium phosphate [19]. As a result, the structure of CM can consequently be
influenced, e.g., by varying temperature and pH.

Besides these known methods to disintegrate CM, a new promising process can be
the application of pulsed electric fields (PEF). The technology of PEF is known for the
treatment of various food products to affect biological and microbial cells. During this
treatment, the product is exposed to high-voltage electrical pulses between two electrodes.
The electrical pulses cause the cell to polarize, which induces pore formation in the cell
membrane of biological tissue [20,21]. The working principle is called electroporation. The
process is already established in, e.g., the potato industry, to improve chips or French fries
processing [21]. Further areas of application of PEF technology are the preservation of
fresh juices [22].

The principle of electroporation is based on the effect of the electrical current on a
cell. Each cell is surrounded by a protective membrane, which is usually composed of
phospholipids and thus represents an insulator. If the cell is exposed to the high-voltage
pulses, ions migrate within the cell, which causes the cell to polarize. This polarization leads
to an accumulation of charge, in which the ions collect at the membrane and thus exert a
kind of compression. Above a certain high voltage, the membrane can no longer withstand
this pressure and a pore is formed (cf. Figure 2). Through this pore, internal components can
penetrate through the previously protective layer and result in different effects, such as an
inactivation of microorganisms or an increased extraction yield of valuable ingredients from
fruits [23,24]. Important process factors that describe the intensity of the PEF treatment
are electric field strength, specific energy input, pulse width and the so-called input
temperature, which is the temperature of the product prior to PEF treatment [24].

As just described, the place of action of the PEF treatment is the permeable membrane,
which is an electric double layer. Casein micelles also have a similar structure in the
broadest sense (cf. Figure 1). Here, too, there is a charged cell that consists of a double
layer that acts like an insulator. Therefore, there is a possibility that PEF can also affect the
structure of casein micelles.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram describing the phenomenon of electroporation in biological tissue
using PEF.

Up to now, only little is known about the influence of PEF application on the proper-
ties of native CM. Although treatment of milk with PEF is the subject of some scientific
investigations, these aim primarily at improving the microbiological condition, as well as
enzyme inactivation, and thus extension of shelf life, with focus on the preservation of
vitamins and heat-sensitive proteins [25–35].

However, changes in physico-chemical and/or techno-functional aspects are also
reported, and these changes are not sufficiently traced back to changes in the mate-
rial state of milk ingredients. Furthermore, detected effects are not consistent. While
Floury et al. [29] found a decrease in viscosity and an increase in protein coagulation, Bol-
shov and Kuritsyn, 2001, reported that the influence of PEF on rennet coagulation of milk
resulted in a decrease in gel strength and an increase in coagulation time [34]. This suggests
that CM were partially disintegrated by PEF, which is comparable to the effects of cooling
milk [17,18]. However, Dunn found that PEF treatment did not induce significant changes
in rennet coagulation properties [35].

Although there is not yet any scientific evidence that the use of PEF can specifically
change the structural properties of CM, there are several indications that this is possible and
likely. Hence, the aim of this work was to use PEF technology in order to disintegrate CM
for loading with FSBS and the subsequent restructuring of micellar structure. In this study,
we used hydrophobic β-carotene, which is provitamin A, as an example for FSBS. For this,
necessary PEF parameters affecting the CM have to be identified, and the respective effect
on β-carotene load of casein micelles has to be monitored.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
2.1.1. Casein Micelle Suspension

Casein Micelle Retentate (CMR) was kindly provided by the Institute for Safety and
Quality in Milk and Fish, Max Rubner-Institute, Kiel, Germany. CMR was obtained from
microfiltration of skimmed milk, which was carried out on a pilot plant system (MFS-1,
TetraPak, Reinbek, Germany) with internal circuits on the permeate and retentate side. The
system contained a single layer of ZrO2-ceramic module with an exchange area of 0.2 m2

and an average pore size of 0.1 µm (Membralox P19-40, SCT, Bazet, France). Skimmed
milk was microfiltered at 55 ◦C until three quarters of the amount used had passed into
the permeate (concentration level 4). Permeate flow rate was set to 12.5 kg/h. Retentate
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was washed three times by diafiltration with demineralized water before it was withdrawn
from the pilot plant. Prior to loading, CMR was diluted with distilled water to a target
protein content of 3.5%. Physical properties of CMR had to be standardized in terms of
conductivity (1.0 mS/cm using NaCl) prior to execution of experiments.

MCC 80, an industrial semi-finished CM product (Müller Service GmbH, Freising-
Weihenstephan, Germany) was used after rehydration as a CM suspension.

2.1.2. β-Carotene Solution

β-carotene solution was prepared using 1.2 mg β-carotene (Sigma-Aldrich, Type I;
C9750 bzw. 22040-1G-F) dissolved in 100 mL ethanol (magnetic stirrer for 15 min, and
30 s ultrasound).

2.2. Methods
2.2.1. PEF Treatment

The PEF treatment was conducted using a continuous operating PEF system HVP 5
(Elea Vertriebs- und Vermarktungsgesellschaft mbH, Quakebrueck, Germany). The freshly
prepared suspension was pumped through a heat exchanger to achieve a constant inlet
temperature of 10 ◦C of the product. Afterwards, the product was pumped through the
PEF system, where it was treated with different intensities. After PEF treatment, samples
were stored on ice before further analysis.

All trials were performed at a constant flow rate of 27 L/h. Rectangular, bipolar pulses
were applied within two colinear treatment chambers to the product at different pulse
widths starting from 15 to 25 µs. Additionally, the specific energy and electric field strength
were studied in the range of 20 to 100 kJ/kg and 10 to 20 kV/cm, respectively.

2.2.2. Analysis of β-Carotene Content

For each sample, 8 × 1 mL was weighed into Eppendorf cups and centrifuged for
1 h (18 ◦C, 16.060× g). Supernatants were collected and used directly for the extraction
procedure. Sediments were re-suspended using 1 mL EDTA solution (c = 0.1 mol/L) and
stored at 7 ◦C for 12 h prior to extraction [5].

Quantification of β-carotene content in sediments and supernatants was performed
photometrically at k = 453 nm against n-hexane/ethanol (98/2) serving as a blank. The
amount of β-carotene was calculated according to

[c]β− carotene =
∆A × 10, 000

2596

where ∆A = AbsorbanceSample − AbsorbanceBlank, and 2596 is the specific absorbance
of β-carotene in n-hexane [5]. Recovery rates and loading efficiencies were calculated
according to [36].

2.2.3. Determination of Particle Size Distribution (PSD) and Resulting Specific Surface
Area (SSA)

Particle size distribution (PSD) was determined using a laser diffraction spectrometer
(Mastersizer, 2000; with dispersion unit Hydro, 2000S, Malvern Instruments Ltd., Worces-
tershire, UK) according to ISO 13320-1. Volume distribution was calculated using a Mie
model ([37]; used refractive index 1.51), SSA was calculated from PSD and particle density
using the manufacturer-provided software.

For detailed description of effects, change in SSA (cf. ∆ SSA in Figure 4) of particle
fractions in each size class was evaluated. Negative values imply that the SSA of particles
in the respective class is reduced compared to reference value. Positive values imply that
the respective SSA of particle fraction is increased.
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2.2.4. Determination of Surface Charge and Charge Density: Surface Potential

Surface charge was measured using a Charge Analyzing System (CAS, emtec Elec-
tronic GmbH. Leipzig, Germany). Titrants were 0.001 N natriumpolyvinylstyrol (Natrium-
PVS) for cationic and 0.001 N polynatriumdiallyldimethylammoniumchloride (Natrium-
Poly-DADMAC) for anionic interactions, respectively. Surface charge density can be
calculated via titrant volume in correlation with the amount of substance present in the
system or, in the case of particles or drops in correlation, with the specific surface area.

2.2.5. Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM)

CM suspension was stained with a solution of Rhodamin B (Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt,
Germany) in distilled water, which absorbs at 570 nm and emits red light of 590 nm
wavelength. For CLSM, a Nikon Eclipse E 600 was used (NIKON Metrology GmbH,
Alzenau, Germany).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Disintegration of CM: Defining PEF Parameters

As already described, there are reasonable assumptions that PEF application can
change properties of CM to disintegrate the structure and, therefore, prepare them for
being loaded with β-carotene. These assumptions are based on the fact that CM are
stabilized from the outside by an electrical double layer and from the inside by calcium
phosphate clusters, which causes a natural polarization of the CM (cf. Figure 1). The
electric double layer includes a layer of carboxyl groups of caseinomacropeptide and a
relatively mobile layer of calcium ions [38]. If the negative charge is reduced by changing
the external conditions, such as an electric field, conditions comparable to the isoelectric
state are created, leading to a coagulation of the micelles. This is in agreement with Lui [39],
who found that the size of CM at pH 8 can be influenced by PEF. Additionally, changes
in charge distribution in the electric double layer can be caused by electrical pulses [40].
Hence, different PEF treatment conditions should lead to disintegration and restructuring
of CM. The possible effect of PEF on CM can be studied by comparing the results of
the CM analysis before and after the treatment. Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of
CM structure in native (a) and in disintegrated state (b). As can be estimated from these
structures, relevant parameters for identifying the respective CM state are specific surface
area (SSA), charge and charge density, as well as the surface potential.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of potential CM structure in native (a) and in disintegrated state (b).

Properties pointing to CM disintegration are larger SSA due to volume changes and
higher charge density. A higher charge density results from charge carriers being more
available (e.g., for the titrants used for determination). Furthermore, surface potential
is also relevant as a lower negative value is found for treated CM compared to native
(untreated) CM (data not shown). Hence, PEF parameters for CM disintegration have to be
identified so that CM properties are adapted in the way of a higher SSA and charge density,
as well as a lower negative surface potential.
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Previous studies (data not shown) have shown that the biggest differences in the effect
of disintegration were found at different electric field strengths and pulse widths. Only a
limited effect on CM disintegration was detected for specific energy intake. Therefore, the
lowest energy level was used for further investigations in order to allow a higher capacity
for industrial application, and also lower energy costs. The results concerning SSA are
summarized in Figure 4 and correlated with CLSM images. Here, the difference in SSA
before and after PEF treatment (∆SSA) is correlated with electric field strength and pulse
width. Since CMR´s isolation is very complex and cost-intensive, only limited amounts
were available, so the industrial semi-finished product MCC 80 was used for these basic
preliminary tests.
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Figure 4. Effect of PEF on SSA of rehydrated CM at different electric field strengths (10.7–20 kV/cm) and pulse width (15–25
µs), applying a specific energy of 25 kJ/kg and an inlet temperature of 10 ◦C, ∆ SSA = SSA before PEF − SSA after PEF.

The application of low electric field strength and short pulse widths result in the most
negative difference, meaning an increase in SSA, which is correlated with the disintegration
of agglomerates/CM. High electric field strength and long pulse width lead to the most
positive difference, which is correlated with a decrease in SSA and the formation of agglom-
erates/CM, respectively. These aspects are verified and visualized using CLSM. As a control
sample, a CLSM image of rehydrated, spray-dried CM is also shown for comparison.

PEF also modifies the charge density of CM (cf. Figure 5). As already described,
an increase in charge density means that the availability of free charge carriers has also
increased, which implies disintegration of CM. Consequently, a decrease in charge density
stands for a decrease in the availability of free charge carriers, implying an agglomeration,
respectively. The results after PEF treatment are summarized in Figure 5. The highest
charge density was found for low electric field strength and short pulse width, whereas
the lowest charge density was found for high electric field strength and long pulse width.
Other medium PEF parameters result in partially comparable values for charge density.

Considering also the results of SSA and charge density, the favorable PEF parameters
for CM disintegration can be defined as follows: E = 10.7 kV/cm, pulse width = 15 µs, inlet
temperature of 10 ◦C, W = 25 kJ/kg.
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3.2. Loading Procedure and Restructuring of CM by Thermization

For loading of disintegrated CM (PEF1 treated), 6 mL ofβ-carotene solution (c = 1.2 mg/100mL)
were added dropwise to 100 mL CM retentate using a magnetic stirrer for 60 min. Loading
procedure was performed in a darkened room under red light. After different incubation
times at 60 ◦C (ttherm = 0, 15, 30, 45 min) for restructuring of CM (thermization), loading
effectiveness was monitored by analyzing the β-carotene content (cf. 0) and surface po-
tential of CM (cf. 0). As a control, CM suspension was pumped through the PEF unit,
but no PEF treatment was applied (no disintegration). CM remain closed and it can be
expected that no β-carotene was incorporated (cf. Figure 6a). For other samples, PEF
parameters as determined for disintegration were applied (PEF1, see also Section 3). The
corresponding state of CM is depicted in Figure 6b. The results in terms of surface potential
and β-carotene content are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Surface potential and β-carotene content of CM after different incubation times at 60 ◦C (ttherm) with and without
PEF1 treatment (control).

Control PEF1-Treated
ttherm 15 0 15 30 45

surface potential (mV) −663 ± 28 −638 ± 26 −565 ± 29 −473 ± 29 −407 ± 31
β-carotene content (µg/100g) <5 <5 −22 ± 5 −0.24 ± 6 −51 ± 5

As expected, the surface potential of the PEF1-untreated control sample after 15 min
thermization was most negative compared to PEF1-treated samples with incubation times
≥15 min. The most negative surface potential implies that almost no disintegration took
place and the CM were still closed. The negative value can be explained by carboxylate
ions at the CM surface, which are densely arranged. As a result, no β-carotene could be
incorporated into CM. Additionally, no β-carotene was found for the PEF1-treated sample
without thermization (0 min). In this case, CM were disintegrated through PEF1, but due to
the missing thermization procedure, CM were not rearranged or closed for incorporation
of β-carotene molecules (Figure 6a). A slightly less negative surface potential and no
β-carotene was found.

However, the longer thermization after PEF1 is carried out, the less negative the
surface potential is (cf. Table 1). One the one hand, this can be explained by the thermal
activity of CM or motion of ions in CM, e.g., Ca2+ ions, which are more present at the
CM surface. On the other hand, diffusion of β-carotene molecules in not-completely
disintegrated CM can also influence surface potential, leading to less negative values, as
well. The maximum of β-carotene content in CM was found after PEF1 treatment and an
incubation time of 30 min. In contrast, the incorporated amount of β-carotene was less after
45 min of incubation. As CM were treated with a higher temperature over a longer period
of time, reorganization of CM is affected in a negative way and diffusion of β-carotene is
possible (Figure 6b) so that a lesser amount of β-carotene molecules was found.

As a result, PEF1 treatment can be regarded as necessary for the disintegration of
CM, and only in combination with subsequent thermal treatment, can incorporation of
β-carotene into CM be realized.

3.3. Restructuring of CM via PEF

However, the process described above results in comparably low and unsatisfactory
β-carotene contents in CM. In order to enhance the amount of incorporated β-carotene,
another PEF treatment (PEF2) for closing or restructuring of CM was tested. Extensive
trials have shown that another PEF treatment alone is not sufficient for incorporation
with significant amounts of β-carotene and closing of CM (data not shown). Hence,
a combination of PEF2 and thermization was tested to restructure CM and increase β-
carotene load. For this, suitable PEF2 parameters have to be identified first, and it was
found that higher PEF intensities were required. The reason for this is explained by the PEF
effect on cells. At higher intensities and also higher product temperatures, the structure of
CM is more influenced by PEF with regard to disintegration and a related CM reorientation.
Higher temperatures and intensities may lead to a higher degree of interruptions, resulting
in higher destabilization of CM at the beginning. However, after the treatment and due
to the composition of CM, a reorientation and an agglomeration occurs. Within the first
trials (data not shown), it was observed that the energy level had a greater influence on the
agglomeration of CM than the electric field strength. Therefore, the electric field strength
was kept constant at 15 kV/cm and specific energy and inlet temperature were varied. In
combination with different thermization times, PEF2 parameters and β-carotene content
are shown in Figure 7.
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It was found that a combination of PEF2 treatment and incubation time at 60 ◦C lead
to significantly higher amounts of incorporated β-carotene and shorter incubation times
compared to the application of PEF1 and thermization alone; thermal treatment could be
decreased to 5 or 10 min and β-carotene content could be increased by at least 10 times (see
dashed line in Figure 7 representing β-carotene content after PEF1 and thermization for
45 min). Thus, a maximum β-carotene in CM of 475 µg/100 g was found for the application
of PEF2 (E = 15 kV/cm, W = 39.5 kJ/kg, Tin = 45 ◦C, pulse width = 15 µs) and subsequent
thermal treatment for 10 min. The recovery rate for this procedure is 78%. In comparison,
the recovery rate for disintegration via PEF1 followed by a thermization process of 45 min
(cf. Table 1) is only 22%.

As already described in the introduction, other studies to incorporate β-carotene into
CM have already been performed. For this, Moeller et al., 2017, used native CM and
found recovery rates of 79%, whereby 94% of it was associated with the native CM [5,36].
Jarunglumlert and Nakagawa, 2013, obtained recovery rates of up to 35% β-carotene using
spray-dried casein powders [13]. Other studies used caseinate and a self-assembling pro-
cedure to incorporate β-carotene; Nakagawa et al., 2014, obtained up to a 62% recovery
rate [14] and Saiz-Abajo et al., 2013, determined a total extraction yield of 60% [41]. Com-
pared to the results of these laboratory studies, recovery rates for the technical-scale PEF
encapsulation technique presented in our study are comparably high.

4. Conclusions

We found in our study that PEF treatment is a suitable tool to prepare the structure
of CM in such a way that lipophilic organic compounds, such as β-carotene, can be
introduced (disintegration). As only small amounts of β-carotene were found in CM
after restructuring by a classical thermization procedure for closing/restructuring of CM,
another PEF treatment procedure in combination with thermization was successfully
implemented to increase β-carotene content in CM. Consequently, this combination led
to β-carotene contents which were 10 times higher compared to classical thermization
processes, corresponding to a recovery rate of 78%. As a summary, PEF is a suitable
process to disintegrate CM for the inclusion of fat-soluble bioactive substances and also for
restructuring the CM after the inclusion.

However, knowledge on the detailed mechanism of action during PEF treatment,
especially on CM, is still very limited. Additionally, interactions of CM with other FSBS in
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combination with PEF treatment for incorporation/restructuring have not been investi-
gated in detail, so far. Further studies are required to fully understand the effect of PEF on
CM and the related possibility for inclusion of fat-soluble bioactive substances.

5. Patents
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